
FinishFirst Product Catalog 
 

Proprietary Products 
BlackOut™ (8oz) 

A permanent black stain that restores faded and weathered black plastic, rubber bumpers & trim. (Tip: some 
prefer the results using a 50/50 mixture of BlackOut™ with FinalFinish™.) 

ColorMax Paint Restorer™ (8oz) 
A paint conditioner that helps restore the viability of paint that has thickened.  To restore the viability, use a 
stirring stick to mix the paint while adding a few drops of ColorMax Restorer™ as needed to bring the paint 
back to a normal consistency. (Please Note:  T-Max™  is a solvent for our paints, though it is used to thin out 
paints while being mixed in a cup for use, do not use T-Max™ in the paint bottles as it will excessively break 
down the paint properties, then later making it much harder to remove excess paint with the KLN Plus™. 

ColorMax Paint™ (2, 8, 16, 32oz) 
A spectrum of 118 paints to color match most any car color. (Note: FinishFirst Color Palette’s, that include all 
118 colors, are available to assist one in quickly mixing the exact right match. 

ClearMax Plus™ / ClearMax Plus™ CA (32oz) 
FinishFirst’s wipe-on clearcoat product for applying new clearcoat on panels and scratches.  Available in 
different mixtures depending on climate and location. (Note: There are sensitivities to be aware of in using 
this product, view all training materials before using, the results will be stunning when applied properly.) 

FinalFinish™ (16oz) 
FinalFinish™ is used for covering light scratches, enhancing painted panels, and restoring faded paint and 
plastic trim. 

KLN Plus™ (gal) 
FinishFirst’s marquee product that is used in conjunction with the ColorMax™ paints to remove paint excess 
while leaving paint only in the chips. It additionally can be used as a cleaning and polishing agent. 

Max HL Headlight Restoration Package 
FinishFirst’s Max HL package consists of two products: Max HL Prep™ and Max HL Coat™. These two 
products work in tandem, making for simple, fast and effective restorations, restoring incredible clarity and 
shine to cloudy, weathered headlight lenses. 

Max Finish Polish™ (8oz, 16oz) 
Max Finish Polish is the least aggressive polish that is for very light scratches and the last step if buffing 
headlights. 

Max SuperBuff™ (16oz) 
Max SuperBuff is the most aggressive compound for hand buffing relative deep scratches because it cuts and 
continues to cut without polishing, in comparison to Max Ultra Buff™ which will cut and then start to polish 
(which may be too soon for deep scratches). As a result, Max SuperBuff™ will dull and haze over the area 
being buffed because will tend to cut into the clear, which then one is to use either Max UltraBuff™ or KLN 
Plus™ to go back over it to polish it out. 

Max UltraBuff™ (8oz, 16oz) 
Max UltraBuff™ is a medium aggressive compound that can used to permanently remove light to medium 
scratches by hand buffing.  

Max Vinyl Dressing™  (8oz) 
Treats vinyl trim to restore its original shine, works well on tires as well. 

PrepMax Green™ (gal) 
A solvent free alternative cleaner to PrepMax. Works great for taking off old wax and getting bugs off. Simply 
put it in a spray bottle, then spray and wipe, and it practically does everything but take off paint. 

PrepMax Plus™ (gal) 
Used for cleaning and prepping a vehicle by removing grease, wax, and other residue that may keep paint 
from sticking/adhering to a vehicle. (Tip: It can also be used to clean dabbers for reuse (at least until the little 
tip comes off.) 

ScratchMax™ (1oz) 
A UV-drying product for light scratches, scuffs and small faded areas. When applied, it absorbs into the 
surrounding clearcoat to camouflage the area treated (where regular clearcoat would leave a big shiny area 



with small ledge around it). It requires direct UV light to dry, either directly from the sun or by using a UV 
light. In direct light it will harden very quickly, and it is permanent.  

Silver Lightener (2oz) 
Silver Lightener is a powder and used to lighten colors and/or to add to more metallic flake to a color, such as 
a pearl. Silver is one of the more difficult colors to match. You can have the lightest silver paint, and it’s not 
light enough still. Add and mix Silver Lightener into it, and it will lighten the silver up. Being a powder, it 
normally doesn’t take much to do it, though sometimes you may need to use quite a lot. (Also Note: some 
cars will look like their metallic is dull, but it is actually not, it's loaded with metallic flake, Silver Lightener can 
help give it that same effect, giving it a dull look as well.) 

T-Max™ / T-Max™ Zero VOC (32oz, gal) 
T-Max™ is a strong solvent to 1) remove old touch up paint, 2) clean a difficult surface, 3) thin out paints in a 
mixing cup, and 4) removing transfer marks. Zero VOC version is formulated to meet California standards. 

ViroShield™ Disinfectant (32oz, gal) 
ViroShield is a broad-spectrum disinfectant that kills 99% of bacteria, viruses, fungi, and molds. It can be used 
to effectively disinfect a vehicle with the use of a ULV fogger (non-thermal).  

 

Tools 
Color Palette  

FinishFirst’s 118 standard colors, all hole punched, to assist one in quickly finding and mixing the best color 
match. 

ColorMatch Pen / ColorMatch Light 
Lights designed specifically for color matching.  Whether you are working indoors or outdoors in low or no 
light, you can use these devices to perform accurate color matching of paints. 

E-Z Dabbers 
Disposable micro paint brushes for filling small individual chips, then polishing off any blob with KLN Plus™, 
and/or applying paint into a scratch. (Tip: you may get multiple uses out of the dabbers if gently cleaned with 
PrepMax Plus™.) 

Needle Bottles (25, 27, 30 gauge) 
Another tool for dealing with scratches, allowing you to control the flow and size of a paint bead. Comes with 
three different size needles, with 25-gauge being the largest to 30-gauge being the smallest. (Tips: Need to 
thin out the paint with T-Max™ to make a thin coating. To fill the bottle, take the tip off and squeeze the 
paint in from a mixing cup, which creates a vacuum for better control of the flow of paint).  

Paint Pen 
An excellent tool for going around a car and filling fine line scratches, chips on door edges, including key 
scratches. It includes an anti-gravity reservoir, which you fill with thinned out paint, allowing you to apply 
paint without going back and forth to a cup like you would with a dabber or a brush.  

Sanding Pen 
A fiberglass tip pen to remove and smooth out rust and/or rough edges. Works like a tiny piece of sand 
paper. 

Touch-up Brushes 
Fine and extra fine artist paint brushes for treating certain scratches and edges. 

Water Blade / Chamois  
Great for clearing off rain or morning moisture on a car while you search for chipped and scratched damaged 
cars on a car lot. 

UV Flashlight  
To assist ScratchMax™ to harden when insufficient sunlight is available to do so. 

 

Other Supplies 
Bottle - Empty 2 – 4 – 8 – 16 - 32oz w/tops 
Buffing Pads 
Color Wheel 
Mixing Cups 
Mixing Sticks 
Nitrile Gloves  

Towels - Blue Shop 
Towels - Microfiber 
Towels - Muslin 
Towels – Terrycloth 
Razor Blades (10pk) 
Squeegees




